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Determination of the resistance across incompressible strips through imaging of charge motion
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Using charge-accumulation imaging, we measure the charge flow across an incompressible strip and follow
its evolution with magnetic field. The strip runs parallel to the edge of a gate deposited on the sample and
forms at positions where an exact number of integer Landau levels is filled. AnRC model of charging fits the
data well and enables us to determine the resistance across the strip. Surprisingly, we find that the strip
becomes more resistive as its width decreases.
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The edge-state picture of transport in a two-dimensio
electron gas~2DEG! in a strong magnetic field appears
explain several key properties of the 2DEG in the quant
Hall effect ~QHE! regime. The intersection between the co
stant Fermi energy and the Landau-level energy near
edge of the 2DEG determines the spatial location of the e
states.1 In a self-consistent electrostatic picture, edge ch
nels are separated by incompressible strips of inte
Landau-level filling.2,3 Resulting models involving alternat
ing compressible and incompressible strips have rece
considerable theoretical and experimental attention.4–6 Sev-
eral groups have employed local techniques7–13 to resolve
the structure of the edge channels.7–12 Subsurface charge
accumulation~SCA! imaging enables measurements of bo
the disorder potential and imaging of low-compressibil
strips in the integer QHE.11

In this work, we use SCA to image and characterize
charging properties of the incompressible strips that form
the 2DEG in the presence of a density gradient. The elect
gas charges by pumping charge to it across an incompr
ible strip. We show here that a simpleRC-charging model
fits the data well. Using this model we determine the res
tance across the strip as a function of magnetic field and
surprisingly, that the strips become more resistive as t
widths decrease.

Our samples are made from a standard GaAs/AlxGa12xAs
heterostructure with a carrier concentration of 1
31011 cm22 and transport mobility of 1.53106 cm2/V sec.
The 2DEG forms at the GaAs-AlxGa12xAs interface 80 nm
beneath the surface. We deposited a 10-nm-Cr gate on to
the sample, lithographically patterned in the form of a fi
gered grating~see schematic in Fig. 1!. We scan a sharp Pt-I
tip to locally probe the sample at a temperature of 0.35
Following the initial coarse tip approach, we bring the tip
contact with the gate surface until tunneling current is
tected. We repeat this procedure at several locations on to
the gate to determine precisely the tilt of the sample pla
While imaging, we scan the tip just above the gate surf
with feedback mechanism switched off. The tip then keep
safe distance of'10 nm above the GaAs surface. An a
excitation of 6 mV rms at a frequency of 100 kHz is appli
to both the gate and the 2DEG. Due to its capacitance to
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grounded body of the scanning microscope, the 2D electr
layer charges and discharges in response to the applied
nal. By measuring the charge induced on the tip, we obta
charging map of the 2DEG. Both the signal in-phase w
and lagging 90° from the ac excitation are recorded usin
lock-in amplifier.

Figure 1~a! presents a 12312 mm SCA image at zero
magnetic field. These images result from scanning the
over an ungated portion of the sample situated between
gate fingers that run parallel to each other. The scan wind
is positioned so that only one finger appears on the left
the absence of magnetic field, the 2DEG maintains high c
ductivity and, thus, charges uniformly in phase with the a
plied ac excitation. As a consequence, the signal lagging
excitation (Y phase! is zero everywhere and the correspon

FIG. 1. 12312 mm SCA images,~a! B50 T in-phase signal;
~c! 6.4 T in-phase signal and~d! 6.4 T out-of-phase signal;~b!
sample schematic. The in-phase images~a! and ~c! show the gate
~bright region on the left side of the images!, which is closer to the
scanning probe than the 2DEG, resulting in a larger capacita
signal. Incompressible strips atn51 form close to the edge of the
gate and separate regions ofn,1 from those wheren.1 ~sample
interior!. Another gate sits at'1 mm off to the right of the images.
White lines are described in the captions for Figs. 3 and 4.
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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ing image ~not shown! displays no contrast. The pictur
changes dramatically in applied magnetic field. At 6.4
~close to filling factorn51), charge flowing from the gates
now penetrates the 2DEG only partially@Fig. 1~c!#. In addi-
tion, the Y-phase signal in Fig. 1~d! peaks at the boundar
between charging and noncharging regions.

In this work, we do not apply any external bias voltage
the gate. However, the electronic density under the m
~chromium! gate is reduced by about 15% from its bu
value due to the difference in chemical potential between
metal and GaAs. As a result of this density profile, at h
magnetic fields an incompressible strip, running paralle
each finger, forms in regions where electrons completely
a Landau level. In these areassxx→0, and the strip prevent
charge from flowing freely into the interior of the sampl
exactly as depicted in Fig. 1~c!. The regions of the 2DEG
with very low conductivity give rise to a phase-lagging SC
signal @Fig. 1~d!#. Decreasing the strength of the applie
magnetic field reduces the degeneracy of the Landau lev
The strip, as well as the boundary that separates char
from noncharging regions, moves closer to the fingers wh
the density is lower. By following this evolution with field
we determine that the 2DEG electron density is nearly c
stant between the gate fingers but decreases closer to
gate. We find a density gradient of'1.231010 cm22mm21

close to the gate. By moving our scan window laterally alo
the fingers of the gate, we have verified that neighbor
strips may close on each other at certain locations, form
closed loops with the 2DEG inside electrically isolated fro
the rest of the electron layer.

The work-function difference between the Pt-Ir scann
tip and the GaAs surface results in an electric field that p
turbs the electronic density of the 2DEG in the vicinity of t
tip. As described elsewhere,11 we perform Kelvin probe mea
surements and apply a bias voltage to the tip that nulls
electric field. For values away from this nulling voltage, t
probe acts as an effective gate on the sample. Figure 2 sh
scans of a 12312 mm region at 6.3 T for different tip bi-
ases. With the local density under the tip reduced, the c
dition for integer filling of then51 Landau level is satisfied
at a region with higher intrinsic electron density. As a res
the location of the observed strip changes and shifts tow
the interior of the imaged region. The resulting density s
pression, though local, extends to'1 mm and connects re
gions that would otherwise be separated by incompress
fluid.

The shapes of areas with high out-of-phase signal in F
2~d! resemble sets of arcs. The centers of the arcs are loc
roughly along the strip position measured at nulling volta
in Fig. 2~a! suggesting the following nonlocal gating mech
nism: bringing the biased tip on-top of a high-density reg
that does not charge at nulling voltage locally reduces
density and may permit charging. In this case, there m
exist a path between the tip location and the gate, where
filling factor is everywhere less than the nearest integer.
density perturbation induced by the tip decays sharply in
lateral direction. Crucial points along this path are situated
the strip location as measured at nulling. Indeed, in m
cases the centers of the arcs such as seen in Figs. 2~c! and
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2~d!, point to the location of features in the unperturbed i
ages@see, for example, the features in Fig. 2~a! marked by
‘‘x’’ #. We postulate that each arc indicates tip locatio
where the tip influence on a certain ‘‘weak link’’ in the stri
is the same.12 On one side of the arc, the weak link is ope
and the area under the tip charges fully. On the other sid
the arc, the weak link is closed~n.1! and the area under th
tip becomes effectively disconnected from the gate@Fig.
2~b!#.

We can counter changes in the position of the strip crea
with the tip bias by properly tuning the magnetic field. A
n51, the incompressible strips appear at the same locatio
we change both magnetic field and tip voltage at a rate
dV/dB50.5 V/T. At n52 we find thatdV/dB51.0 V/T
creates the same effect. This demonstrates that den
changes are compensated by varying the number of elect
that each level can accommodate. The voltage required
compensation should be proportional to the filling factor,
agreement with the experiment. All SCA images and m
surements reported in this paper, other than those in F
2~c! and 2~d!, result from scans taken at nulled tip-samp
electric field.

We now describe the results of SCA measurements
tained by scanning the tip along single lines shown schem
cally in Fig. 1. The boundary between the gate finger and
bare sample occurs atx'1.5 mm ~distance of 1.5mm from
the leftmost point of the line scan!. The magnitude of the
resulting signal step reflects the difference in SCA sig
measured with the tip positioned above the metal gate
,x,1.5 mm) and above a fully charging region of th
2DEG (1.5 mm,x,3.1 mm). This observed step does n
vary with magnetic field~see Fig. 3!, indicating no field de-
pendence in the amount of charge flowing in regions of
2DEG adjacent to the gate.

FIG. 2. 12312 mm SCA images atB56.3 T for different bi-
ases applied on the tip with respect to the 2DEG. Tip biasVtip is
measured in Volts away from the nulling voltage;~a! and~c! present
in-phase signal atVtip50 ~i.e., nulling! and 21 V, respectively;
~d! is the out-of-phase signal corresponding to~c!. In ~c! and ~d!,
the apparent locations of the incompressible strips atn51 are
shifted towards the center as the density is lowered by the tip.~b!
Shows schematically the origin of the arc shaped features obse
in ~c! and ~d!.
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FIG. 3. Evolution of scans taken along th
solid white line of Fig. 1 with magnetic field
Note the different vertical scales for the in-pha
and out-of-phase curves. Charging of the sam
interior becomes less efficient as the field is low
ered. The strip is most resistive at 6.38 T whe
the Y-phase signal goes through a peak and
turns again to almost zero level.
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At zero magnetic field as well as at fields away from t
quantum Hall plateaus, the 2DEG charges nearly as a cla
cal 2D metal. This situation changes upon tuning the fi
close to the integer Hall plateaus. The leftmost sequence~in-
phase signal! of line scans in Fig. 3 shows the appearan
and evolution of another SCA signal step at fields around
T. The decrease in signal in the region between neighbo
gate fingers results from the formation of incompressi
strips atn51, running parallel to the gate. We point out th
this region in the interior, bounded by incompressible str
on both sides, hasn.1 and high conductivity (sxx).

To understand the origin of the 90° lagging SCA sign
~curves on the right of Fig. 3!, we consider anRC charging
model for our 2DEG and assume that the interior of
sample charges through a strip characterized by resistanR
while the tip is coupled to the 2DEG via a capacitanceC ~see
inset in Fig. 4!. As discussed below, this tip-to-sample c
pacitance totally dominates over the self-capacitance of
‘‘isolated’’ n.1 higher conductivity region, which justifie
the use of a lumped circuit model. The model also assu
that the incompressible strip forms the major ‘‘obstacle’’ f
charge flow between the gates and the scanning tip. Sinc
incompressible strips form closed loops surrounding the
terior region, similar to Corbino disk geometry, the effecti
resistance across the stripR should be proportional to 1/sxx .
The resulting in-phase signal measured at the tip, is pro
tional to 1/@11(vRC)2# while the out-of-phase evolves a
vRC/@11(vRC)2#. The X signal drops steadily to zero a
the resistance of the path leading to the region under the
increases, while theY signal goes through a peak near t
roll-off frequency of 1/(RC). The presence of the out-of
phase signal indicates that there is not enough time to f
charge the 2DEG during one complete cycle of the exc
tion.

Figure 3 shows that the formation of the strip on the hig
field side of the Hall plateau (B56.5 T) begins to impede
charging of the interiorn.1 region of the sample~Fig. 3,
distance greater than 4m). At 6.46 and 6.42 T, we observ
a somewhat higher strip resistance, but the interior can
12131
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be partially charged during the ac excitation cycle, as e
denced by a nonzero phase-lagging signal. With decrea
field, the in-phase and phase-lagging signals in the inte
n.1 region further drop and eventually saturate beyondB
56.38 T. Further reduction of the field simply pushes t
strip closer to the edge of the gate and leaves magnitud
the signals in the interior unchanged. We conclude that
resistance across the strip steadily grows as the strip m
closer to the gate, and atB56.38 T the strip becomes prac

FIG. 4. Frequency dependence of the measured capacitance
nal at 6.52 T, as extracted from the traces in the left inset. The s
curve is anRC model fit to the data points. Left inset, in-phase SC
signal from line scans at 10, 30, and 100 kHz. Thick bottom line
frequency independent and corresponds to the sensitivity calibra
trace measured at 6.44 T. Data are measured at a different sa
location from the one corresponding to Fig. 3. Right inset, degre
charging of the 2DEG measured for different tip-sample separat
at 1, 10, 50, and 100 kHz. Data points are derived from line scan
6.40 T at the same location where measurements for Fig. 3 w
taken@solid line in Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!#. Reduction ofCg due to the
increase ind leads to faster charging of the electron layer.
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tically impenetrable to charge flowing from the gate for e
citation frequency of 100 kHz. The density gradient
steeper and closer to the gate and hence the incompres
strips formed there should be narrower.3,11 Therefore, the ef-
fective resistance for charging across the strip, counteri
itively, is greater for a narrower strip.

The crudeRC model used so far dictates that the me
sured signal also depends upon the excitation freque
Lowering the measurement frequency should enhance
charging of the 2DEG through the strip provided thatR and
C remain constant. We show data consistent with this exp
tation in the left inset of Fig. 4. A line scan at 6.52 T~in a
different location from those in Fig. 3!, is measured at dif
ferent frequencies. As expected, the 2DEG charges m
fully at lower frequencies, as evidenced by the increa
in-phase signal in then.1 region. The lower trace in tha
inset corresponds to a magnetic field of 6.44 T where
strip allows essentially no charge to cross it. In contras
line scans taken at slightly higher fields, this trace rema
unchanged even at the lowest experimental frequencies

We use the corresponding stepS0 in the in-phase signa
between the fully charged and totally noncharged regi
that the strip separates~bold trace in the left inset of Fig. 4!,
to calibrate the sensitivity of our measurement to full cha
ing. We can, therefore, determine precisely the degree
charging of the 2DEG in the region between the strips
different fields for a range of frequencies and express it
fraction q of S0. Figure 4 plotsq against frequency usin
data from the curves in the left inset. The smooth curve
the data points using theRC model discussed earlier an
works remarkably well. We have performed extensive m
surements at several different locations within the sam
and find consistent agreement with theRC model.

We can now extract directly the resistanceR, of the strip
by assuming that the value forC is the known geometric
capacitanceCg between the tip and the 2DEG. We justi
this assumption below in an examination of the effects
changing the tip-sample separation.Cg is determined by
measuring the signal change at zero magnetic field, as
move the tip vertically from ‘‘infinity’’ to within 10 nm from
the sample surface, yieldingCg.0.5 fF. In addition, since
strips form closed loops in our experiment, we are able
follow them to their full extent and hence, measure exa
it
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their total length. For the fit in Fig. 4 we obtainRC52
31026 s and deduce that at 6.52 T (n51), Rstrip
'100 MV/mm. This resistance increases by 1 order
magnitude to'1000 MV/mm at B56.48 T. We find tha
at a field of 6.44 T, the strip resistivity rises beyond o
measurement limit of;10 000 MV/mm. The results repro
duce consistently at different locations throughout
sample.

We have also measured the strip resistances atn52 and
4. The strip resistivity is'10 MV/mm at B53.26 T and
'400 MV/mm at 3.24 T~corresponding ton52). For B
51.60 T (n54), we getRstrip;1 MV/mm. This result
follows naturally, since atn54 the energy gap\vc is
smaller and the strips should be narrower.3 Temperature
dependent measurements of the strip resistivity, could e
date the mechanism responsible for charge penetrating
incompressible strip~i.e., electron tunneling or hopping!.
However, these measurements prove difficult with our ap
ratus.

The effects of changing tip height are depicted in the r
inset of Fig. 4. The corresponding line scans are performe
6.40 T at the same location as the data set in Fig. 3.
capacitance data points are extracted at the same freque
for three different tip-sample separations,d510 nm,
100 nm, and 300 nm. Their strong dependence of char
rates ond implies that the geometric capacitanceCg between
the probe and the sample is larger or comparable to the
capacitance of the region of the 2DEG located to the righ
the strip. We obtained similar results for lower-field valu
up to the point where the strip becomes totally impenetra
Indeed, Csel f;««0a;1fF, with a being a characteristi
length scale of the 2DEG region enclosed by the s
(;10 mm), is comparable to the value estimated forCg in
our experiment. Consequently,Cg seems to be the releva
parameter in our model and its known value may be use
determining the strip resistance from the productRCg . From
Fig. 4 we also note that, as expected, the 2DEG cha
faster asd increases andCg is reduced.
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